Analogy to heat diffusion equation, an instant diffusion equation of price changing is obtained and explained by "time-space exchange" via Newton's second law, in which the partial derivative of price respected to time is viewed as a "force", and the derivative of transportation velocity of price between commodities is viewed as an "acceleration". It is a partial differential equation of second order. The solution of this equation is found and the definitions of "order of commodities", "distance between commodities" are given. An important relationship of "time-space exchange" in a stationary process of diffusion of price changing is found. This provides a base for describing the relation of "time-space exchange" quantitatively. Examples for calculating and checking the diffusion of price changing in pork, beef, and mutton based on the data taken on February 5th 2008 are given.
Introduction
Control and preventing inflation is a focus goal in the world. It is also an important task of macro-control in China in 2008 and 2011. Now, the price problem is widely concerned in China. However, the solutions of the problem are more on practice monitoring and control (investigation, statistics, monitoring, etc.), rather than on theoretical study. As the theoretical research focuses more on qualitative analysis, or on statistic probability rather than on quantitative analysis, the core of solutions is on policy making, price reform, price system, and price forming. So far, no paper on price diffusion is found in literature. This paper studies diffusion of price changing (rising) quantitatively which is analyzed by a partial differential equation based on analogy of heat diffusion explained by Newton's second law via "time-space exchange". It is a creative combination of natural science and social science. In Section 2, certain mathematical model is used basing on the comparability and relativities of commodities. In Section 3, "Time-Space Exchange" description and heat diffusion equation are introduced. In it, the heat diffusion equation is explained via Newton's second law using "Time-Space Exchange" description. In Section 4, the instant diffusion equation of price changing due to one source is established and the solution is found by the method of departing variables. In Section 5, definitions of order of commodities and distance between commodities are defined. In Section 6, constant of diffusion-inertia and "Time-Space Exchange" are discussed. In Section 7, a typical example of calculation and checking the prices of pork, beef, and mutton from statistical data due to one source of price changing (rising of pork price) via instant diffusion equation is given. Finally, a conclusion on the difference between heat diffusion equation, instant diffusion equation of price changing and the suitable range of solution (3) is reached.
Mathematical Model
Similar to author's work on analysis of the tendency of prices of stocks, futures index [1-12], certain mathematical model is used basing on the predicable of tendency with inertia. Certain mathematical model is also used herein basing on the comparability and relativities of commodities.
When the price of a commodity rises, it is not immediately transmitted (but with a delay time interval) to the prices of its relying products or replacements in general for many reasons such as reserve of goods. The cases of transmission with a delay time interval are more complicated, as the delay time period depends on stocks, economic environment, policy interrupting, and negotiation and gambling on price among commodity owners. Such cases are not discussed herein. The case of immediate transmission of price to the related products or its replacements is the simplest to be discussed. For example the rising price of raw pork is immediately transmitted to the price of beef, or mutton. This is a good case in point.
"Time-Space Exchange" Description and Heat Diffusion Equation
The topic of "time and space exchange" is often heard in many areas, such as in sciences, in visco y x respect to space x of function as geometrical meaning "slope" and "curvature" respectively. These two explanations have not been exchanged or even tried to exchange yet since calculus was born.
( ) y y x  Now, let us look at the heat diffusion equation for 1-D (one dimensional) uniform medium [13] shown as follows:
where the temperature is the function of time and space
is a constant. The changing rate
is easily accepted as temperature changing "velocity" by most people via daily life experience. However, what is the meaning of the term
The "curvature" is hard to understand by most people. Why not try another way to explain the term which would be easily accepted by people? So exchanging of time and space could be a better way for a clear explanation. T x   is explained as a "diffusion velocity", in which the "velocity" is the changing rate respected to time , that means the respected objects are exchanged. Similarly,
is explained as a "diffusion acceleration". After the time-space exchange, Equation (1) is viewed as Newton's second law, where T t   could be an applied "force", 2 T x   2 an "acceleration", is a constant like inertia of mass. Q
Instant Diffusion Equation of Price Changing
In a closed relative equilibrium state of commodity system, the price system has a relative fixed ratio among commodities. Once the equilibrium state is bricked by the price changing of a commodity, the price changing will be transmitted to the users' products, and/or its replacements .For example, the price of raw pork rose rapidly from 2007-09 to 2008-02 in China, then, the users decreased the consumption of raw pork and turned to replacements, such as beef, mutton, eggs, etc. and consequently pushing up their price. Hence the price rising is transmitted to other commodities, due to the requirement of the fixed ratios in equilibrium state. Now, how do we determine the transmitting (or diffusion) velocity? And what is the base for calculation?
Similar to heat diffusion Equation (1), via Newton's second law, we set up the following equation: 
 
Substituting (3) into (2), we have
By the initial boundary conditions, i.e., 1)
2)
3)
By (3) and (7), we have
Substituting (5), (6), (8) into (3), we have
Equation (9) is the solution of (2) and describes the price of the commodity with price-changing at the source of diffusion. 0 j x 
Definitions of Order of Commodities and Distance between Commodities
Although the instant diffusion Equation (2) has been established and its solution found, however, there are some questions still left: How do we define the order of commodity, and the "distance" between two commodities? Why is it one-dimensional?
x t t p x t t p x t t p x t t
be the price relation degree (or dependent degree) of commodity x on commodity j x . Note that j r is defined to be determined just by the property of commodity and shown to be fixed in a relative equilibrium state, so that it is independent of time , or it is independent at least in a time interval. For convenience of practical calculation, differential calculation is replaced by difference calculation, so (10) is rewritten as
where the time and represent the time before and at (or after) the price changing (rising) respectively.
Now, we define the order of commodity x by
where there is no lose of generality, let j x = 0. Since x is determined by one parameter j r , so x coordinate is one-dimensional.
We also define the "distance" j dx between commodity x and j x by j j dx x x x r     j (13) i.e., we use the price relation degree to define the distance between two commodities x and j x . Original commodity x and commodity j x are a sign of commodity, they have no order. However, once we have introduced the concept of price relation degree to define the order of commodity and set up the distance definition, then we can make use of the calculus for our calculation.
Constant of Diffusion-Inertia D and "Time-Space Exchange"
The difference between constant in instant diffusion Equation (2) and constant in heat diffusion Equation (1) (or the mass D Q M in Newton's second law) is that and Q M can be measured while is hard to measured. However, can be determined by substituting (6), (8) into (4), we have
where constant can be calculated by (14). D Since the data of price for commodities are announced monthly in an average form, that means the price changing rate is averaged or with constant price changing rate for practical use. For such a simple but important case, i.e., p t   is constant (stationary process), the response at any time is the same and any can be chosen as an original, or (14) suits for any time can be rewritten as 
Examples of Calculation
The typical example of one source of diffusion is the food price rising mainly due to the price rising of pork Comparing with the data 14.85, the error is
